Spacebase blueprints: how to organise... a presentation

Speaking in front of an audience can be stressful - but it’s also a crucial part of professional life.
There’s no point having great ideas or insights if you aren’t able to share them effectively, and
that means knowing how to make clear, engaging presentations. Our Spacebase blueprint helps
you do just that. We’ve put together ideas and tips into one handy document, to help you stay
confident and relaxed for your next important presentation.
Make sure you know your material, to start with. Be clear about which points you want to make
and how. Organise your slides in logical order, without overloading them with information, and
give yourself time for a practice run (the day before if possible).
Just as importantly, know your audience. Why have they come, and what do you want them to
take home? If you’re nervous, you might be tempted to try and forget they are there - don’t.
Make eye contact, guide them through your material, and ask for questions or feedback at the
end. Reassure them that you are comfortable and in control.
It’s also useful to think about the kind of space that will suit your needs. How much seating do
you need? Will you stand on a podium? Is there AV (audiovisual) equipment available? Think
about comfort too - how long do you want to keep your audience sitting for? Longer than 45
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minutes and you might consider giving them a break. During the talk, do you want them to take
notes or to talk among themselves?
We’ve chosen some excellent locations from our portfolio, which can be organised depending
on your audience, whether you want the intimacy from a smaller space, or a larger space for
bigger capacity.

Pax.
●
●

1 speaker
Audience (from 1 to 50)

Equipment.
● A projector
● A blank wall or smartboard
● A laptop with software for slideshows (make sure you have the right cables and
adapters)
● A microphone
● Comfortable chairs
● A visible clock, to make sure you don’t speak too long
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Room set-up

Space inspiration

Rent Generator in Paris
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The Farm SoHo in New York City

Cahoot Coworking in Barcelona

These top locations, and many more, can be booked online at spacebase.com
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Appendix #1. Seating arrangements
Think about how to set up your seating, according to the connection you want to create with
audience members. Here are some classic seating styles you could try.

1) Theatre style - for maximum capacity and close proximity of audience members.

2) Classroom - to give the audience a table for making notes or placing food and drinks.

3) Boardroom - to encourage discussion between members of a smaller audience.

4) Horseshoe - for a stronger dynamic between speaker and audience.
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Appendix #2. Starting your presentation
Humour is one way to get the ball rolling and help your audience relax. Just make sure your
joke won’t offend anyone.
● “As I was preparing for my talk, I asked my colleague for advice. He said: Don’t try to be
too charming or too intelligent - just be yourself.”
● “We all have a job to do this morning - mine is to talk and yours is to listen. The
challenge for me is to finish my job before you finish yours.”
● “An SEO expert walks into a bar, bars, pub, tavern, public house, Irish pub, drinks, beer,
alcohol.”
● “How many programmers does it take to change a light bulb? None. It's a hardware
problem.”
Tell a personal story. This gives your audience a way to frame what you are going to talk about,
especially if it relates to a problem you yourself have overcome.
● “When I began working as en event planner, I didn’t know what the MICE industry
was…”
Hook the audience with a direct question or an unexpected statistic. Even if the information
doesn’t seem that remarkable, if you pitch it in an interesting way you are more likely to catch
their attention.
● “Who here has ever had a problem with their boss? And who here actually spoke to their
boss about that problem? As you can see, we often don’t talk about what is bothering us
and this can affect morale and productivity…”

Appendix #3. Speaking tips
●

●
●

●

Feeling short of breath? Breathe from the diaphragm, not the chest. This keeps you calm
and also makes your voice sound powerful. As you inhale, your stomach should go out.
Hold your breath 3 seconds then exhale for 3 seconds. Experiment with doing this while
you speak.
Slow down your speech. We all speed up our speech when we’re nervous, so speak
even more slowly than you think you should.
Make silence your friend. Don’t be tempted to fill pauses with crutch words, like “um” or “I
think” or “you know”. These kill the impact of your words. Instead, take an extra breath.
The audience won’t notice.
Be prepared: keep a copy of your notes to hand, in case you need them, but try to know
your presentation by heart.
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